
 My first webcomic series about a guy marooned on an island, 
drawn after taking a few years off from drawing comics. I learned to use 
my Wacom tablet and Corel Painter while making this series. 52 episodes 
published weekly for one year.

 The original concept was conceived so I would have a restricted 
arena within which to experiment in different ways. In that respect it was 
successful. I still do like some of these, though most of the drawing leaves 
something to be desired.

      -Derik A Badman.

Parts 1 - 52

August 2005 - July 2006



Episodes 1-4: At some point into Maroon, I ended up going back to edit the first four pages, 
primarily for stylistic consistency (it took me a few weeks to settle on a color scheme that worked 
for me). Episode 1 was completely redrawn (the original was atrocious). Episode 2 wasn’t worth 
redrawing, so I just deleted it. Episodes 3 and 4 were edited slightly.



I’ve returned Episode 2 to this edition.







I don’t know why some of these don’t have a header.













Dale is stolen from Flash Gordon (I was reading Alex Raymond’s version at the time).







Somehow I’ve lost the original (digital file) of episode 14. This is the gif version, so it may look 
crappier than the other pages... that’s why.









The text is from the Odyssey by Homer (as I recall it’s the translation by Butler).









Episodes 22-27: The elements in this sequence were created using the Oulipian N+7 method. I 
made a list of all the regular elements of my strip (beach, sand, sea, clouds, palm trees, etc.) and 
then looked them up in first one (Concise Oxford English) and then another (English half of a 
pocket French-English) dictionary. I counted seven nouns away from the word I was looking 



up and then wrote the word I found down next to the original list. In this way I had a long list 
of words which I then reorganized and used to create a narrative. What grew from this method 
retains, I think, some element of dream logic, displacement, obfuscation, and revelation.











It’s all about the senses.







Episode 32, which follows, was designed as a comics pantoum.





A little (poor) pastiching of McCay, Feininger, and Herriman.





Words from “The Carpenter’s Wife” a folk song.









This strip came about after I read the excellent article on B Kliban in one of The Comics Journal’s 
special editions from a few years ago. The article included a one panel cartoon by Kliban featur-
ing a guy lounging on a tropical island. This brought my back to one of my original sources for 
Maroon, that iconic image of a man stranded on a a tiny desert island. I’ve never really paid much 
attention to single panel comics, but I thought I’d do one in honor of that original idea. I think it’s 
funny, at least, and I’m my biggest fan and most vocal audience member.









Episode 43 was designed as a infinite canvas comic, which is impossible to recreate in this media. 
It wasn’t that great anyway.



















Eventually the story had to either become something different or end. The end had to be rescue or 
death... or getting marooned again.



For more comics and writing about comics see:
http://madinkbeard.com
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